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Proposed extension of Masjidun Nur, Parkwood

The Grassy Park Islamic Movement, Masjidun Nur

October 2011
± 2.86 ha
Parkwood, Cape Town

Overview of overview Masjidun Nur Urban Precinct

Masjidun Nur serves an important role in community upliftment and 
development and were looking for ideas on how to upgrade and expand 
their programme. NM & Associates were approached by the Grassy Park 
Islamic Movement who currently represent the interests of Masjidun Nur in 
Dove Road, Grassy Park to assist with the following:
• Motivation for acquiring additional land for expansion;
• Providing a plan to motivate for funding for the desired expansion 

and  upgrade of the Masjid into a facility serving the community at 
large; and

• Review of the current zoning and associated conditions of the site to  
understand the implications for moving forward.

NM & Associates prepared a plan and other visuals to assist the client in 
this regard.

The layout proposes recreational facilities such as the Junior Football Field 
and Multi-Use Games Areas. Not only can these facilities be utilized by 
surrounding residents, but also be shared with the neighbouring schools 
and crèches. These interventions are seen as an opportunity to change 
the ruinous nature of the existing environment into something positive that 
will in turn reduce the use of the area as a dumping ground. A food garden 
is proposed along the banks of the Little Lotus Canal to create a positive 
interface with what has become a degraded landscape. It is proposed to 
provide additional pedestrian crossing points over the Canal to mitigate its 
being a negative barrier.

The kitchen and serving area has been located along Dove Road to create 
a dignified place for patrons to collect and eat their food without affecting 
the main functions of the Masjid. It is hoped that the kitchen can be supplied 
by the food garden.

The existing low timber mezzanine within the Masjid is to be removed to 
provide a double volume, mediating the low ceiling level in the current 
space. The larger new central double volume atrium space will allow 
patrons to see the Moulana better during the call for prayer while also being 
articulated by the placement of the dome ceiling above this space.

A generous foyer area adjacent to the Masjid with a raised roof to improve 
ventilation and good natural lighting is proposed to facilitate better spill-
out during Friday prayers. The existing ancillary spaces are retained and 
converted into cleansing areas, while new ablutions are added to service 
the complex. Provision is also made for the ‘Mani’ Room.

A new court sets up a relationship between the proposed extensions of 
the Masjid and a new multipurpose facility. The court provides a protected 
space for gatherings, celebrations and spill out space to the Masjid. The 
edges of the court are wrapped with a stoep / covered colonnade that form 
the threshold to other spaces. Whilst the primary function of the multi-
purpose space is to serve the interests of the Masjid, it also serves the 
community. The adjacent Caretaker’s residence is coupled with the kitchen 
area in a single, simple structure.

The precinct plan suggests how the Masjid can be incorporated into its 
surrounding environment and how revitalization of surrounding land for 
recreation and agricultural production can add value to the Masjid itself and 
the community programmes it wishes to expand on. It address contextual 
challenges including access by introducing new roads, security by changing 
the backyard nature of the surrounding sites, stormwater management, and 
environmental conditions such as wind by introducing treed edges.

The primary idea behind the precinct plan is to rationalise the existing 
Masjid and proposed additional facilities to provide a spatially cohesive 
complex with a consistent architectural language. The layout of the complex 
is ordered geometrically through the way of the square and circle. The aim 
is to create reference through the new geometry and reference through the 
formal articulation of facades to the principles of Islamic architecture.

The Masjid is given spatial prominence within the complex area. 
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The Project

Principles & Objectives


